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This collection is dedicated to my son Zeke - the master of
unconditional love, hope, surrender & grace. His coming into
our lives was one of God’s greatest miracles.
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There are only two ways to live your life. One is as though
nothing is a miracle. The other is as though everything is a
miracle.
Albert Einstein
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Preface
Friends, thank you for requesting this compilation. I am sharing these meditations in
the spirit of “freely received, freely shared.” During the summer of 2020, the summer of
Covid, I was drawn back to my roots. My spiritual teachers. My soul. Our backyard. I
would wake up every morning at 5:30 am, make a cup of very strong coffee, a piece of
toast with peanut butter and move all of that out to the table on our back porch. Then I
would go back in, grab my notebook, favourite pen and my iPad, which contains a (legal)
digital copy of all the books I have ever owned. Before we left New York in 2015, I
decided to digitize all my books and music scores so I could have access to every book
I have ever owned and every piece of music I have studied or written. I hadn’t made
really good use of this digital library until now.
I had been in touch with an old teacher of mine, Rick Jarow, and he talked about one of
his teachers, Hilda Charlton. I realized that, over 20 4years ago, at a workshop of his, I
bought one of her books; Saints Alive.1 I decided it was time to open it up. While
drinking my first cup of coffee, I would read a chapter; each chapter is devoted to a
different saint. In complete synchronicity, I would finish my first cup of coffee, just as I
finished the chapter. Some were famous saints but some were saints I had never heard
of. I then spent 20 or so minutes doing some research about the history of that saint.
Then I would make another cup of coffee and read my daily lesson in A Course in
Miracles.2 Simply, A Course in Miracles, is a self study course, in finding our way back
home. A treasure map to the center of our core. The Course leads us right back to
ourselves as everything we need, all of the world’s treasure, is inside us. One of the core
1

Charlton, Hilda. Saints Alive. Woodstock, NY: Golden Quest, 1989.
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A Course in Miracles. Glen Elen, CA: Foundation for Inner Peace, 1992.
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messages in the Course is that by teaching what we wish to learn, we learn it. While I
do hope you enjoy these meditations, share them with your friends and loved ones, I
have written and am sharing them to expand my own Spiritual knowledge and
understanding.
In December of 2019 BC (before Covid), my family and I had made a commitment to
move to Panama. We had been looking for, as my friend Walt puts it, “our place in the
sun.” We always hoped and dreamed it would be Portugal, but Panama seemed a good
second choice. We left New York City in the summer of 2016 with our newly adopted
son Zeke and moved to Dakar, Senegal. We spent two years teaching at the
International School of Dakar and then moved on to London. Living in Africa was hard,
DM me for more about that. We spent three years wonderful years in London. My wife
worked at The American School in London, my son went to school there and I was able
to get back to being a musician and composer, as well as facilitating weekly Sound
Meditations at their school. The school was only a few blocks from Abbey Road
studios and the road crossing that is depicted on the front of the Beatles’ Abbey Road
Album. Every day, there was a pilgrimage of hundreds of tourists, waiting their turn to
recreate the Beatles’ cover and have a friend take their picture. For me walking by
always reminded me of my childhood and my dreams of growing up to be a famous
musician.
Unfortunately, Covid changed our plans. By March the world was in lockdown and
Panama was closed to all but citizens and permanent residents. Legally, we could no
longer live in the UK and we couldn’t go to Panama. We wondered if we should go back
to the US, to New York City, and wait it out. The world had never experienced anything
like the virus, so it was hard to know what to do.
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As Spirit would have it, I had already started rereading A Course in Miracles and was up
to lesson 71.3 There is a prayer in this lesson that became my daily mantra:
What would you have me do?
Where would you have me go?
What would you have me say and to whom?
I would alternate this with a prayer sometimes attributed to Rumi, the 13th-century
Persian poet and Sufi mystic:

The Place you seek is seeking you,
The Place you need, needs you
Holy Spirit brings need and supply for mutual good.
A few weeks later, we found that a school principal that we worked with at The United
Nations School in New York City was now the principal of a school in Connecticut and
needed a third grade teacher. Well, we have been back in “the states” for five months
now. Life is a strange, wild ride; we need to keep our seat belts buckled, relax and enjoy
it. While we do believe that we have only come to a “temporary landed area,” we are
working to stay grounded in “the present.” Enjoy where we are. We still use the above
two prayers daily, and strive to be ready when the call for “the real move” comes. I will
keep you posted about that. Until then, I hope you will share your journey with me and
allow me to share mine with you. Keep your seatbelt fastened while we are in motion.

“A Course in Miracles,” in A Course in Miracles (Glen Elen, CA: Foundation for Inner Peace, 1992), p.
1045.
3
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Stay safe and well.
Namaste

Gary Posner
New York City
January 1st, 2021 AC

Let’s stay connected

E
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Practice Notes:
Any of these meditations can be used for a daily practice. You can also keep utilizing
the same meditation for a weekly or monthly practice. Be your own guide as to what
you need. Experiment. Write to me with questions. The only thing to be aware of is that
it is best not to use more than one meditation as part of your daily practice. It takes
time for these meditations to settle in your body. Give them time. Allow them to do their
work. Think of each of them as a seed. A seed of Love and Forgiveness.
Also, exhaling for a few seconds longer than you inhale has been known to have the
effect of sending relaxing messages to your autonomic nervous system. A very simple
way to try this is to breath in for a count of four and exhale for a count of six.

Download this 5 minute meditation timer
5 Minute Miracle™ Timer
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Meditation 1
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Friends:

What if I reminded you that your function in the world was to forgive and share your
blessings/gifts. And that inside you, you have everything you need to accomplish these
functions. And lastly I shared with you, that the salvation of the world depends on you
fulfilling these functions. And that Holy Spirit walks beside you and will provide any
support you need. Well I am reminding you.
I am here to say, Play Big and Be Who You are.
Today You will lift up the world one soul at a time.
Find your quiet place. Set your 5 minute timer.
Close your eyes, calm your mind. Yes, thoughts will keep coming. Just let them flow.
Take a Big Breath, in through your nose, down past the Throat Center, in past the Heart
Center, and into your belly. Feel your belly rise with each breath and fall with each exhale
that traces the steps up past your Heart, caressing your Throat, and out your mouth.
When you are feeling centered and strong, bring to mind one of the people you share
your life with.
A friend, loved one, colleague. Now look them in the eye, take their 2 hands in yours and
repeat:

I Share My Blessings With You
.
Imagine your thoughts to be like Clouds that are easily moved by your breath.
All is quiet, loving, Spiritual Harmony. Stand still, lift your vision.
One person or many may come into your mind. Stay with each but a few seconds.
Depending on what you feel in your heart you might Share Blessings/Share
Forgiveness/Share Love/Share Your Gifts. Share what is most meaningful to you or
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what is most needed by the person you are sharing with. Be generous. When you give,
you receive. Look WIthin.
The Light is there. Power is there, strength is there. Spirit is there. Your power is there.
Breath it in and out. When you are ready to end this hourly session, simply end with
And So It Is
Try your best to repeat this mediation for 5 minutes every hour.
If you can also have it be your last thought of the day, so much the better.

Namaste
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Meditation 2
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My Friends

Today we will utilize the Chaos Theory for our H
 eal The World Meditation. The Chaos
Theory can be simply defined with this metaphor:
“When a butterfly flaps its wings in Texas, it causes a Hurricane in China.”
How we will think about it is this When we sit in quiet and think loving thoughts, the World is Healed.
Yes that is all you need do.
You sitting in your living room, bedroom, yard, car, and thinking loving thoughts will set
off a chain reaction all over the universe. Imagine if everyone in the United States, as
they cast their vote, instead of thinking about which side they are on,
thought about their fellow American, and held them in love, we would be waking up to a
different world today.
Start with your breath. Always with your Breath. FInd your quiet space.
Set your 5 Minute Timer.
Close your eyes.
Take your Big Breath, in through your nose, down past your Throat, down past your
Heart and down into your belly.
Let your breath fill your body. Feel totally grounded.
If you are sitting, make sure your feet are firmly planted on the ground.
Like the roots of a tree. Keep your back straight. Chin level and forward.
If you are standing or walking feel like you are a mountain.
While keeping your breathing deep, slow and steady, bring to mind a time in your life
that you felt love, shared love, lived in love, were shown unconditional love.
Sit with those Loving thoughts, those Loving remembrances, for 5 minutes.
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You can stick with one or travel to one of the many times you felt Love in your life. You
can keep those thoughts to yourself or imagine you are sending them to others.
When you offer Love to the world, you Heal it and set it Free.
You can end your hourly practice with the words
And So It Is.
Try your best to repeat this mediation for 5 minutes every hour.
If you can also have it be your last thought of the day, so much the better.

Namaste
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Meditation 3
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My Friends

Today I would like to continue with the theme of Forgiveness.
What if every circumstance, every issue, every challenge you faced was part of the
curriculum you came to Earth to learn. The curriculum, in fact, that you had a say in
creating.
Let’s play with this thought a moment.
What if this life is but one step on your soul's journey.
What if each lesson no matter what it was had a central theme.
Spiritually, there are very few lessons to learn here on Earth, but some do take a full
lifetime to integrate and learn.
Think about this, each lesson, each life challenge having but one central theme.
Only the form of the lesson keeps changing.
Holy Spirit keeps presenting this theme in so many different ways/forms, with different
characters/actors/friends/loved ones.
But really the content, the central theme/thought/lesson is the same.
Spirit tells us

Forgive, And You Will See This Differently4
You might be thinking, “my forgiving,” my forgiveness, is not the problem here.
It is not the issue. It is these outside forces that I have no control over, that is the issue.
Ok, I understand.
But just for today. Just for a few minutes each hour, play along with me.
Humour me.
“A Course in Miracles,” in A Course in Miracles (Glen Elen, CA: Foundation for Inner Peace, 1992), p.
1353.
4
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Today, we will try to overcome a year’s worth of seeming obstacles to peace, in one day.
Each 5 minute practice period will bring us closer and closer. Play big today.
Let each hourly practice period build on the next. Use this meditation for the next few
days. Let’s clear this up, let's learn this lesson before too much time has gone in 2021,
let’s live with a new sense of freedom, with more Joy and more Peace.
Set your 5 minute timer.
FInd a quiet space. Close your eyes.
Start your Big Breath.
Breathe silently in through your nose, down past your throat, surround your Heart and
land in your belly. Feel the exhale travel the reverse route and let it out with a hum.
Breathe In deep, Breathe out with a hum.
Humming is your personal Sound Bath
Humming can
Reduce stress
Induce calm
Enhance sleep
Lower your blood pressure
Develops better pitch
Builds resonance
Repeat.
Don’t rush it, enjoy your time. Now notice thoughts that come up. Change your exhale to
a silent one. Counter each thought with the Mantra:

As I Forgive, This Will Disappear
Repeat this Mantra silently. Take, at least, two breaths in between your Mantra
repetitions .
Remember this once each hour for 5 minutes.
19

So It Is

Namaste
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Meditation 4
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Light and Joy and Peace Live in Me5
Fellow Travelers

Today, I have come to remind you that Light and Joy and Peace live in you.
I know you knew that, but I wanted to remind you. It is wonderful that Light and Joy and
Peace live inside you. Have no doubt about this fact today.
Set your 5 minute timer.
Meditation:
Find a quiet space. Close your eyes. Breathe deep. Start with your Big Breath. Breathe
deep down deep past your Throat, past your Heart and into your belly. Breathe deep.
Rest here a moment.
Take a few slow deep Breaths.
Now let the breath flow go down, let it go down deep past your feet into the earth.
Spread your roots. Spread them deep. Breath them down deep and strong.
Let it ground you. Let it bring you Joy. Let it bring you Peace.
Feel the Love. Feel its strength.
This is the light and strength of the breath of the new day.
Turn your face to the sun, to the light of the new day.
Feel its warmth on your skin. Feel its Light. Feel its Truth. Feel its Peace.
Now silently repeat:

Light and Joy and Peace live in Me.
Say it loud, if you feel like it
Light and Joy and Peace live in Me
Take, at least, two breaths in between your Mantra repetitions .
Say it to the trees, to the grass, to the sun, to your friends, to your neighbors
Light and Joy and Peace live in Me
“A Course in Miracles,” in A Course in Miracles (Glen Elen, CA: Foundation for Inner Peace, 1992), p.
1091.
5
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Light and Joy and Peace.
Light and Joy and Peace live in Me
Light and Joy and Peace.
They all acknowledge the Truth. That Light and Joy and Peace lives in You, in Me, in
Everyone.
Remember it.
Yes today is about remembering and knowing
In one of your next daily sessions you can add
Light and Joy and Peace live in me.
My stillness is guaranteed by G.O.D.*
*G.O.D = Good, Orderly, DIrection6
Remember and know today.
So Be It, So It Is
Try your best to repeat this mediation for 5 minutes every hour.
If you can also have it be your last thought of the day, so much the better.

Namaste

6

Cameron, Julia. Artist's Way: 25th Anniversary Edition. Penguin Books, 2016.
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Meditation 5
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Friends

When we arrived back in NYC, I found these words spray painted on the sidewalk in
front of our apartment building in Union Square.
As I was bringing in our suitcases I found myself reading it several times. The first time,
I just gave it a shrug. But then I wondered how the author knew exactly what was going
through my mind.
“Last night was the last night of my past life.”
I thought if this is true. Today I could expect something different. Something new and
profound. I could play with this thought, as it was a new day.
Before you move or take another step let’s Breathe.
Find a quiet space. Close your eyes.
Take a few deep Big Breaths.
Breathe silently in through your nose, down past your throat, surround your Heart and
land in your belly. Feel the exhale travel the reverse route and let it out with a hum.
Breathe In deep, Breathe out with your hum. Repeat.
Humming is your personal Sound Bath
Humming can
Reduce stress
Induce calm
Enhance sleep
Lower your blood pressure
Develops better pitch
Builds resonance
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Keep breathing, but silently add the mantra, I expect Joy.
Don’t deep think it, no intellectualizing. Simply

I Expect Joy
Set that as your intention. That is what to expect. That is truth.
Take, at least, two breaths in between your Mantra repetitions .
Anything else you believe you see, just counter it with your mantra.
Your (YOU ARE) a powerful, powerful mantra...
I EXPECT JOY
Add
I AM JOY.
Remember today is your new day. Your new life.
Experiment.
Tomorrow you can go back to expecting anything you like.
Today, try your mantra. Test it. See what happens.
You deserve Joy.
Breathe Joy into your Hum. Breath Joy into Everything. Every nook and cranny.
Feel Joy in your Heart.
Share it with everyone you meet.
Try your best to repeat this mediation for 5 minutes every hour.
If you can also have it be your last thought of the day, so much the better.
And So It Is

Namaste
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Meditation 6
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Freedom comes from my One Self
Salvation comes from my One Self7
Surrender comes from my One Self
Today’s lesson makes me think of Shakespeare’s line, “...to thine own Self be true.”
Who and what is our true Self. Are we that good person who sometimes gets angry, who
sometimes does bad things? Or are we a bad person, who is seeking Salvation and
trying to do good things. I say we are all and none.
We have a river running through us. Some call it The Sound Current. Some say it is The
Kundalini. Some call it the Chakras. When we meditate, we help this river, this Sound
Current flow more and more freely.
Our true Self is and has always been inside us. We just have to get quiet and listen.
See what true thoughts you hear and claim them as your own. These are your own real
thoughts. Here are your thoughts, the only ones you have. Salvation is among them; find
it there.
Let’s get quiet, breathe and listen
Then seek Its Thoughts, and claim them as your own. These are your own real thoughts
you have denied, and let your mind go wandering in a world of dreams, to find illusions
in their place. Here are your thoughts, the only ones you have. Salvation is among them;
find it there.

“A Course in Miracles,” in A Course in Miracles (Glen Elen, CA: Foundation for Inner Peace, 1992), p.
1100.
7
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Meditation:
Find a quiet space. Set your timer to 5 minutes. Close your eyes.
Take a few deep Big Breaths
Breathe silently in through your nose, down past your throat, surround your Heart and
land in your belly. Feel the exhale travel the reverse route and let it out with a hum.
Breathe In deep, Breathe out with your hum.
Humming is the most wondrous, healthful Mantra all on its own.
Humming can
Reduce stress
Induce calm
Enhance sleep
Lower your blood pressure
Develops better pitch
Builds resonance
Breathe deep into your belly
Breathe out with your hum
Don’t rush it, enjoy your time
Now get quiet.
Repeat silently, riding on the bed of your breath

Freedom Comes From My One Self
With each repeat feel your scattered energies focus in the center of your body
Take, at least, two breaths in between your Mantra repetitions .
Feel the At One Ment within yourself, with the universe.
Feel the At One Ment with everyone and everything
Salvation comes from my one Self
United, peaceful, powerful
I am one Self feel your joy
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I am one Self, feel your peace
I am one self, limitless and powerful
I am one Self, whole and healed
You are one Self.
Try your best to repeat this mediation for 5 minutes every hour.
If you can also have it be your last thought of the day, so much the better.
And So It Is

Namaste
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Meditation 7

31

Fellow Travelers

This meditation is meant to follow the one before.
You are one Self
You are one Self in harmony with all there is
You are one Self united with your sisters & brothers
You are one Self united with your mothers and fathers
You are one Self
Feel it inside you
Let it shine
Meditation:
Start your 5 minute timer.
Find a quiet place. Close your eyes. Start your Big Breath.
Breathe silently in through your nose, down past your throat, surround your Heart and
land in your belly. Feel the exhale travel the reverse route and let it out with a hum.
Breathe In deep, Breathe out with your hum.
Humming is the most wondrous, healthful Mantra all on its own.
Humming can
Reduce stress
Induce calm
Enhance sleep
Lower your blood pressure
Develops better pitch
Builds resonance
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Breathe deep into your belly
Breathe out with your hum
Don’t rush it, enjoy your time
Repeat silently, riding on the bed of your hum

I Am One Self8
With each repeat feel your scattered energies focus in the center of your body
Feel the At One Ment with yourself, with the Universe.
Feel the At One Ment with Everyone and Everything
Hum out, I am one Self
United, peaceful, powerful
I am one Self feel your joy
I am one Self, feel your peace
I am one self, limitless and powerful
I am one Self, whole and healed
You are one Self.
Try your best to repeat this mediation for 5 minutes every hour.
If you can also have it be your last thought of the day, so much the better.
And So It Is

Namaste

“A Course in Miracles,” in A Course in Miracles (Glen Elen, CA: Foundation for Inner Peace, 1992), p.
1096.
8
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Meditation 8

34

“Th
 ere are problems and then they get solved.” These words were my business partner,
Warrens, favorite words.
We owned a recording studio in New York City together - The Rock NYC.
He would usually utter them when we were trying for a few hours to fix some problem in
the studio and then, somewhat miraculously, it would work.
We would experience this several times in a day and many, many times in a week.
So it became our running joke. We really didn’t think about it then, but this is a really
spiritual thought.
Very scientific. Very one Mind.
Friends, Fellow Travelers,
I invite you today to use that old thought of Warrens and mine, and have it be your
guiding light for the day. Something to think about and play with. Take one issue, one
problem you are dealing with, possibly struggling with and say to yourself,
“Let me recognize that this problem is already solved. (ACIM).”
Let this be your Mantra for today, your motto, your reason to be.
Find a quiet space.
Set your 5 minute timer.
Close your eyes.
Take some Big Breaths.
Breathe in through your nose, down past the Throat Center, down past the Heart Center,
and into your belly. Feel your belly rise with each breath and fall with each exhale that
traces the steps up past your Heart, caressing your Throat, and out your mouth.
Now bring to your Mind’s Eye an issue you are going to play with.
Repeat silently
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Let Me Recognize That This Problem Is Already Solved
Say it as many times as you need to to feel some sense of belief.
Take, at least, two breaths in between your Mantra repetition .
Then sit quietly for a few minutes and see what thoughts come into your head. Answer
each thought, no matter what it is with,
Let me recognize that this problem is already solved,
no matter what the thought or image comes.
Then throughout the day, keep repeating your Mantra.
If a problematic thought arises, counter it with
let me recognize that this problem is already solved!
Mean it.
Play this game with me today and see how you feel by the day's end.
When you are ready to rest for the night, listen to one of our Sound Bath Meditations
and let its vibrations float you off to sleep.
Try your best to repeat this mediation for 5 minutes every hour.
If you can also have it be your last thought of the day, so much the better.
And So It Is

Blessings
Namaste
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Meditation 9
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Fellow Travelers

Today we have a miraculous lesson. Today we practice True Forgiveness.
Forgiveness is not a gift that you give someone. You do not hold your sister/brother's
salvation in your hands. You simply have to remember we are all, always, making
mistakes. We are all, always, walking our path.
Practicing True Forgiveness will be the light on your dark path.
For 5 minutes every hour you will bring to mind someone that you believe has wronged
you in some way. Briefly consider all the “wrongs” you believe they have done to you.
And with each one let it evaporate into the Ether. Do not think “I forgive you” but instead
see them freed of all the “thoughts of sin you had in them.(ACIM)”
Find a quiet space. Set your timer. Let’s start with our Big Breath. As slow as is
comfortable for you, breathe deep into your belly. Slowly, slowly, slow. Down past your
throat, touch your Heart and down into your belly. And then when you trace those steps
back for your exhale, let it out with a hum.
If you can Breath in for a count of 4, hold for 1 and then hum out for a count of 6, give it
a try. Exhaling for longer than your inhale aids your parasympathetic nervous system to
send messages of relaxation and calm.
Now as you continue your breathing, bring to mind your fellow traveler. Picture them in
your mind, bring to my mind some “sin” they committed against you.
Your thoughts can be as specific or vague as you need.
The important thing is to just simply let these thoughts leave your body on the river of
your exhale.
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You will soon begin to sense a “lifting up, a lightening of weight across your chest, a
deep and certain feeling of relief.” 9
A feeling that you can simply l ay your burdens down. Realize you were really withholding
the Forgiveness from yourself. Let yourself experience the feeling of Lightness of Being.
You can offer Freedom to so many others today, as well as yourself. Use the Mantra

TODAY I PRACTICE TRUE FORGIVENESS
Use it to start and end your 5 minute, hourly sessions.
If you are confronted with a situation today that causes you distress, counter it with
All I See is TRUE FORGIVENESS.
Try your best to repeat this mediation for 5 minutes every hour.
If you can also have it be your last thought of the day, so much the better.
And So It Is

Namaste
Bless You

“A Course in Miracles,” in A Course in Miracles (Glen Elen, CA: Foundation for Inner Peace, 1992), p.
1196.
9
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Meditation 10

40

Fellow Seekers
To
 day you are with me in the light. Today we stand together in the light.
Today imagine you have moved through the darkness into the light. You are standing in
the Footsteps of Truth bathed in the light.
Find your quiet space. Set your timer to 5 minutes.
Clear your mind. Pay no attention to all the thoughts moving around your mind.
Let them be in the background.
Now start your Big breath. Breath deep, in through your nose, down past your Throat,
past your Heart, down into your belly.
When you exhale, imagine your exhale is golden yellow, you are breathing out your
golden yellow light. You are sharing it with the universe.
Take a few more breaths, slow and deep. Now, send out your light. Send out your
breath.
Now start to bring to your mind the people in your life. Your children, partners, friends,
neighbors. Bring them all in. And now with today’s Mantra

You Are With Me In The Light (their name)
Include those you love, those you have grievances with, those you hardly know.
Invite them into your light today. Share it with them, that they might find their journey to
it, to be a little easier.
You are with me in the light
You stand with me in the light
I hope I am included in your prayer.
Know that you are in mine.
Take, at least, two breaths between your Mantra repetitions .
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Try your best to repeat this mediation for 5 minutes every hour.
If you can also have it be your last thought of the day, so much the better.
And So It Is

Baraka Bashad
Blessings
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Meditation 11

43

Friends
Nothing real can be threatened.
Nothing unreal exists.
Herein lies the Peace of G.O.D.10
(Good, Orderly Direction).

Today our meditation is about remembering.
Find a quiet space. Set your timer to 5 minutes.
Close your eyes, calm your mind. Thoughts will keep coming. Just let them flow.
Take your Big Breath, in through your nose, down past the Throat Center, in past the
Heart Center, and into your belly.
Feel your belly rise with each breath and fall with each exhale that traces the steps up
past your Heart, caressing your Throat, and out your mouth.
Remember when you breathe deep into your belly, you are sending an automatic
message to your nervous system to relax.
Breathe deep, repeat silently and remember

Nothing real can be threatened.
Nothing unreal exists.
Herein lies the Peace of G.O.D.
ACIM
Take, at least, two breaths between your Mantra repetitions .
Try your best to repeat this mediation for 5 minutes every hour.

“A Course in Miracles,” in A Course in Miracles (Glen Elen, CA: Foundation for Inner Peace, 1992), p.
78.
10
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If you can also have it be your last thought of the day, so much the better.
And So It Is

Blessings
Namaste
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Meditation 12

46

Fellow Seekers

Today is a day of new beginnings. Do not dwell on the past today. Keep your mind open,
free and fresh.
Let go, for a brief moment, of all past ideas and concepts.
Today you have decided to forgive the world. And today you allow the world to forgive
you.
What does the world look like now. Wait and see.
Meditation:
Find a quiet space. Set your timer to find minutes. Start your deep breathing, your Big
Breath. Slowly Breathe in through your nose, down into your body, past your Throat,
down past your Heart. Down, deep, deep, into your belly.
Deep belly breathing sends a soft instant message to your nervous system to relax.
The message is “I am safe, open and everything is OK.”
You are in your circle of light. Keep breathing deeply in through your nose and, today,
out with a hum. Feel the vibrations and light all through your body. Humming hooks us
up to the Universal Sound Current. The ocean of Sound and vibration that is always
there, all around us. Sound is an ever present ocean.
“...The light has come. You are healed and you can heal. The light has come! You are
saved and you can save. You are at peace and you bring peace with you wherever you
go. Darkness and turmoil have disappeared. The light has come.Today we
celebrate...No dark dreams...Today the time of light begins for you and
everyone...Today we see a different world because
The light has come…(ACIM)”
Now, one at a time, bring into your light space, everyone who touches your world. They
have a special gift for you. They stand before you in Namaste - head slightly bowed,
hands together in front of their chest in prayer.
You look into each other’s eyes and they say to you,
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“The Light Has Come11, I Have Forgiven You”
This is not said in judgement
There are no issues too big or too small.
“There is no order to miracles.”
They are simply sharing the miracle of forgiveness with you.
And then you share the Blessing with them, look into to their eyes, their soul and tell
them,
“The light has come, I have forgiven you.”
In doing so you will bless the planet and help restore it to its proper orbit.
When you feel ready to end for today, say And So It Is.
Take, at least, two breaths between your Mantra repetitions .
Try your best to repeat this mediation for 5 minutes every hour.
If you can also have it be your last thought of the day, so much the better.
And So It Is

Namaste

“A Course in Miracles,” in A Course in Miracles (Glen Elen, CA: Foundation for Inner Peace, 1992), p.
1056.
11
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Meditation 13
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“I am entitled to miracles.12”
Say it 10 more times, as I know it is hard to believe.
I am entitled to miracles.
I am entitled to miracles.
I am entitled to miracles.
I am entitled to miracles.
I am entitled to miracles.
I am entitled to miracles.
I am entitled to miracles.
I am entitled to miracles.
I am entitled to miracles.
I am entitled to miracles.
Yes you are. We are. Not because of who we are or what we are.
We just are.
Say it one more time
I am entitled to miracles.
Let this be your mantra today.
Test it. Prove it.
Anytime you are losing your Peace today. Silently chant

I Am Entitled To Miracles
Meditation:
Find a quiet space. Set your timer.
“A Course in Miracles,” in A Course in Miracles (Glen Elen, CA: Foundation for Inner Peace, 1992), p.
1061.
12
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Close your eyes.
Thoughts will keep coming. Just let them flow. Take a Big Breath, in through your nose,
down past the Throat Center, in past the Heart Center, and into your belly. Feel your belly
rise with each breath and fall with each exhale that traces the steps up past your Heart,
caressing your Throat, and out your mouth. Breath into your belly.
Scan your body and mind.
Find a loving thought or place.
Breath into it, make it grow, like a fire.
Breath in love,
Breath out love.
Silently say this to yourself.
Notice if there see colors with your inner eye
And then when you are ready, simply remember
I am entitled to miracles
Remember this as you breath in and breathe out.
Take, at least, two breaths between your Mantra repetitions .
I am entitled to miracles.
Continue until you feel ready to begin your day.
Try your best to repeat this mediation for 5 minutes every hour.
If you can also have it be your last thought of the day, so much the better.
And So It Is

Namaste
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Bakers Dozen Meditation
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Friends

Today you are reminded that Light and Joy and Peace live in you. I know you knew that,
but I wanted to remind you. It is wonderful that Light and Joy and Peace live inside you.
Feel them radiate out from your Heart.
Meditation:
Find a quiet space. Set your timer (link in bio). Start with your Big Breath.
Breathe deep. In through your nose, down past your Throat. Let your breath touch your
Heart and go down deep into your belly.Take another Big Breath and feel your breath
touch your toes.
Take another and Feel your breath go down past your feet into the earth.
Let it ground you. Feel its strength.
This is the light and strength of the breath of the new day.
Turn your face to the sun, to the light of the new day.
Feel its warmth on your skin. Feel its Light. Feel its Truth. Feel its Peace.
Now silently repeat:

Light and Joy and Peace live in Me13
Say it loud, if you feel like it
Light and Joy and Peace live in Me
Say it to the trees, to the grass, to the sun, to the snow, to your friends, to your neighbors
Try to remember these thoughts once an hour. Silently think
Light and Joy and Peace live in Me
And then give yourself a few minutes to notice the thoughts that come up.
If you can stay in your meditation for the full 5 minute per hour, so much the better.
But, in truth, the most important thing is to remember this mantra as many times
throughout the day as you can

“A Course in Miracles,” in A Course in Miracles (Glen Elen, CA: Foundation for Inner Peace, 1992), p.
1091.
13
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Use this mantra when you encounter something or someone that would seem to take
away your peace.
Simply tell them that
Light & Joy & Peace Lives in You.
Yes today is about remembering and knowing and holding fast to the Truth of what is.
Light and Joy and Peace live in me

🙏

Remember and know today.
Namaste
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Friends

Thank you for reading.

I will like to leave you with a traditional Bhuddhist prayer, the
author is anonymous, but I learned it while studying yoga with the great and fabulous
Cyndy Lee14

May All Beings have happiness and the causes of
Happiness
May all beings be free from suffering and the causes
of suffering
May all beings never be parted from freedom’s True
Joy
May all beings dwell in Equanimity, free from
attachment and aversion.

Jai Bhagwan

14

Oct 9, et al. “Cyndi Lee Yoga & Meditation: Opening to Basic Goodness.” Cyndi Lee Yoga & Meditation
| Opening to Basic Goodness. Accessed February 15, 2021. https://www.cyndilee.com/
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